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EXPERT WITNESS STATEMENT 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Name and Address of Expert 
 
Dennis Neale Williamson 
1 Solway Drive 
Glen Waverley, Victoria 3150 
 
1.2 Qualifications  
 

 Geography (BA  University of Montana,1974); 
 Landscape Architecture (MLA  University of Massachusetts, 1977) 
 PhD Candidate (Landscape Ecology  Deakin University  expected completion 2017) 

 
1.3 Experience and Expertise 
 
I am a highly experienced visual (scenic) resource assessment specialist and have worked extensively 
in environmental history and cultural heritage assessments, natural resource management plans and 
environmental effects/impact assessments, landscape site design, urban design and development 
strategies, recreation and tourism planning. These projects have been conducted primarily 
throughout Australia, but also in the USA and P.R. China. Settings have included urban, rural, 
National Parks and other reserves (including World Heritage and wilderness areas).  
 
I am currently a PhD candidate at Deakin University and Scientific Advisor on the Purnululu National 
Park World Heritage Area Advisory Committee, appointed by the State Government of Western 
Australia and the Commonwealth Department of Environment and Energy.  
 
I was engaged by the NSW Department of Planning and Environment as a key consultant on their 
new Wind Energy Guideline and Wind Energy Visual Assessment Bulletin for State significant wind 
energy development (NSW Dept. of Planning and Environment, 2016). 
 
I also was the principal lecturer in the course SRA760 Urban Ecologies in the School of Architecture & 
Built Environment at Deakin University (Geelong) and I have been a Senior Fellow in Landscape 
Architecture at the University of Melbourne, where I was principle lecturer in the Landscape 
Assessment and Planning Studio (LAP 705  436) from 2004  2007). Both of these courses focused 
on broader-scale landscape assessment using integrated multi-resource planning and geographic 
information system (GIS) techniques.  
 
An abbreviated CV is attached in Appendix D. 
 
My areas of expertise principally relevant to this project include: 
 

 Visual Resource Management  
 Visual Effects/Impact Assessment 
 Landscape Architecture/Landscape Planning 
 Natural and Cultural Resource and Landscape Management 
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In relation to the proposed development at Stockyard Hill, I have prepared several landscape and 
visual assessments, reviews and guidelines recommendations in relation to wind energy facilities 
(WEFs) from 1998 through the present as follows (not in chronological order): 
 

 Wind Energy Visual Assessment Bulletin for State significant wind energy development 
 Visual Effects on the Heritage Setting of Mawallok Homestead (PPV Statement of Evidence, 

2009) 
 Crookwell II WEF Proposal for the NSW Dept. of Planning  
 Taralga WEF Proposal for the NSW Dept. of Planning 
 Review and Recommended WEF Landscape/Visual Guidelines for Sustainable Energy 

Victoria  
 Best Design Practice eDGE Design Guidelines for Windfarms for the Royal Australian 

Institute of Architects 
 Cape Bridgewater WEF Proposal for Louise Hislop & Associates  
 Portland WEF Proposal for Parks Victoria 
 Bald Hills WEF Proposal for the Tarwin Lower Coastal Guardians 
 Devon North WEF Proposal for Devon North Residents Group. 

 
In addition to visual landscape assessments, I have also been involved in several cultural heritage 
landscape assessments completed from the mid-1980s through the present, including: 
 

 Evaluation of Cultural and Natural Landscape Significance of Gudgenby Station in Namadgi 
National Park for the ACT National Parks Service 

 Assessment of Natural and Cultural Resource Values of the Calder Highway-Woodend 
Bypass for VicRoads 

 
Horsehair Plain Airport for Mt. Hotham Ski Lifts Company  

 Review of Silver Wells Heritage Significance and Potential Relocation for Private Client 
 Thematic Environmental History of South Gippsland Shire (South Gippsland Shire Heritage 

Strategy) for South Gippsland Shire Council 
 Griffiths Island Cultural and Natural Heritage Heritage Interpretation Masterplan  
 Kinjarling Albany Trail and Stories Project for the Albany Maritime Foundation. 

 
1.4 Instructions Regarding Scope of Assessment 
 
I  and  my  firm,  Geoscene  International  (Scenic  Spectrums  Pty  Ltd),  have  been  requested  by  Mr.  
Stephen Mitchell of Mawallok Pastoral Company Pty Ltd to prepare this report as an independent 
Statement of Evidence regarding the visual / landscape effects of the proposed Amendment to the 
Planning  Permit  for  Stock  Yard  Hill  Wind  Energy  Facility  on  views  from  the  formal  garden  area  of  
Mawallok Homestead, located off Beaufort-Carranballac Road approximately 14 km southwest of 
Beaufort. During the early stages of our work, we were requested to prepare photomontages and 
analysis from two viewpoints on the garden terrace and from two viewpoints on the ha-ha wall. 
Some additional photomontages and analysis were added during the course of our work. During the 
process, I was also requested by Mr. Mitchell to share the photomontages and photographs 
prepared by Geoscene International with Dr. Peter Watts AM for his reference in preparing his own 
evidence as a witness. 
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1.5 Clients 
 
The Client in this instance is, represented by Mr. Stephen Mitchell, who I understand has submitted 

 
 
1.6 Investigations and Assessments Undertaken 
 
The work has involved the following types of analyses and assessments: 
 

 Review of the amended indicative turbine layout plan by Origin Energy Pty Ltd (dated 
28.04.16); 
 

 Review of Planning Permit Application Form (for Wind Energy Facility  Application PL-
SP/05/0548-1) dated 5 May 2016 and relevant associated reports for the Amended Stockyard 
Hill Wind Energy Facility, particularly Appendix U, the Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment by ERM; 

 
 Review of existing planning and legislative contexts; 

 
 Field photography of relevant views from Mawallok Homestead toward the proposed 

development; 
 

 Review of the history and heritage of Mawallok Homestead; 
 

 Analysis and assessment of the existing landscape and visual resource factors; 
 

 Recommended visual performance standards; 
 

 Assessment of the potential visual effects of the proposed WEF development on Mawallok 
Homestead ; 

 
 Assessment of alternatives for reducing or ameliorating any adverse visual effects of the 

proposed WEF. 
 
1.7  Persons Assisting  
 
Yihan Zhang, Computer Graphics Specialist (Landscape Architect), Hui Li, GIS Specialist (Landscape 
Architect), Rob Youl OAM (Forester and Environmental Management Specialist), have assisted in the 
preparation of the photomontages, maps and tree height estimates for inclusion in this report. Their 
work has been closely supervised by Dennis Williamson and this report has been prepared 
completely by Dennis Williamson with their graphic assistance and knowledge of forest assessments 
and pine tree growth habits in particular.  
 
1.8 Key Considerations, Findings and Conclusions 
 
Key Background Considerations 

 
1. In this matter, my evidence has been prepared on behalf of Mawallok Pastoral Co. Pty Ltd; the 

owners of Mawallok Station and Homestead, which are located approximately 14 km southwest 
of Skipton off the Carngham Mawallok (refer Figure 1).  
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2. I personally and professionally support renewable energy on the basis that other 
environmental and community values should be given adequate assessment, consideration 
and protection where necessary. 

 
3. The Victorian Government policy and planning guidelines for Wind Energy Facilities (WEFs) 1 

identifies key visual issues or factors for consideration, but does not recommend any visual 
assessment methodology. As such, various methodologies are applied in Victoria, many of 
which are either inadequate methodologies or interpreted and applied in ways that may not 
be as objective as they should be, in my professional opinion. 
 

4. Victorian Government policy generally places an emphasis on the provision of renewable 
energy over potential adverse visual effects of Wind Energy Facilities (WEFs) located outside 
designated National Parks and Significant Landscape Overlays and located beyond 1 km from 
residences whose owners are not parties to the WEF development. WEF visual impact issues 
remain a concern to many in the community where they occur outside the State 
Governments primary areas of concern. VCAT and some Planning Panels have acknowledged 
these issues and recommended some alterations to the WEF turbine layouts and designs in 
past cases, including the 2010 Stockyard Hill WEF Planning Panel, who disallowed 
approximately 20 turbines within the view from the garden terrace at Mawallok Homestead. 

 
5. 

I  regard them as being somewhat behind the times in terms of not addressing the issue of 
changing wind turbine technology that is resulting in larger and taller wind turbines being 

to allow them to exchange the previously permitted 132m high turbines for new 180 m high 
turbines (or possibly 192 m high turbines), depending on which of the associated documents 
we read). In Europe, there are now turbines in the range of 205m to 210m high now being 
constructed. As the turbines get larger, their visual magnitude becomes greater at each 
distance from which they are viewed, compared to the smaller turbines.  
 

6. 
continues to maintain a required 1km setback of turbines from residences, regardless of the 
relative height of the wind turbines proposed. This is contrasted by the latest NSW State 
Government wind energy policy2 and visual assessment bulletin3., which assign a range of 
visual performance standards according to different Visual Influence (Significance) Zones, a 
sliding scale of potential wind turbine heights, and the relative distances from the assessed 
viewpoints. It should also be noted that over recent years, with changing State governments, 
required set-back distances for wind turbines from rural residences has varied from 1 km to 
2km, both with no regard to differences in wind turbine heights and sizes. As such, I believe 
that the Victorian wind energy policy and guidelines are rather inadequate and arbitrary and 
the limited references they provide for wind farm visual assessment are also inadequate. 

 

                                                            
1 Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, 2016. Policy and Planning Guidelines for 
Development of Wind Energy Facilities in Victoria 
2 NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2016. Wind Energy Guideline for State significant wind 
energy development. 
3 NSW Department of Planning and Environment, 2016. Wind Energy Visual Assessment Bulletin for State 
significant wind energy development. 
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Key Findings and Conclusions  
 

1. Mawallok Homestead and Gardens constitute a highly significant heritage site, of both 
historic and cultural importance, with the following official heritage listings: 
 

 Victorian State Heritage Register No. H0563 (listed during 2008). 
 

 Australian Heritage Database at No. 17275 on 20/6/1992 (former  listed during 
1992). 
 

 National Trust (Victoria) database No. B1460  
 
The history and heritage significance of Mawallok was covered in my 2010 evidence to 
Planning Panels Victoria, but is further summarised in Section 2 of this report. Mr. Peter 
Watts will also address this issue.   

2. Mawallok Homestead was included in an assessment of historic gardens in Victoria by Peter 
Watts during the early 1980s. This assessment led to the publication of Historic Gardens of 
Victoria: A Reconnaissance 
the gardens are considered among the most significant in Australia, largely due to the 
involvement of William Guilfoyle as the designer during approximately 1909. As Mr. Watts 
and Mr. Patrick indicated in their 2010 evidence, Mr. Guilfoyle is highly regarded as one of 

-eminent garden designers. I concur with 
assessment of the importance of the Guilfoyle association and the authenticity of his design 
of the original garden plan and his emphasis on the importance of the axial view to Mt. Cole 
and the extended landscape.  
 

3. My assessment is that the heritage setting of the historic gardens at Mawallok and their 
heritage significance is strongly related to the scenic values of the northerly views from the 
homestead and gardens to the surrounding visible landscape beyond the boundaries of 
Mawallok Station. This is further expanded on in Section 2.3.  
 

4. Mawallok Homestead and Heritage Garden is of considerable historic and cultural heritage 
significance and has been included on three registers of sites of heritage significance, and it 
is within the Pyrenees Shire Heritage Overlay for the purposes of its protection. As indicated 
by the previous Planning Panel in 2010, the heritage significance extends through the highly 
scenic (some describe it as superb or sublime) northerly views toward the Mount Cole massif 
and the surrounding pastoral landscape, and this view deserves the highest level of 
protection. This view is primarily enjoyed from points within the southern half of the grassed 
area of the garden (from the golf putting green southward) and is particularly exemplified by 
the views from the garden terrace, next to the main residence. In addition, other views are 
possible from the HaHa Wall, located approximately 110 m north of the terrace.  

 
As the HaHa Wall is an important heritage element of the garden and the garden as a whole 
has  heritage  significance,  viewpoints  from  this  area  are  also  highly  important.  The  views  
from the HaHa Wall vicinity are of moderate to high quality, but not spectacular in the same 
manner as the views from the southern half of the garden and terrace positions. This is 
largely due to an encirclement of pine and deciduous trees that contain much of the views to 

pastoral hillside directly north of the lake and some views to Mount Cole massive, which are 
also less dramatic than those from the southern portion of the garden.  
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5. Although the 2010 analysis and Planning Panel decision regarding Mawallok hinged on the 
single photomontage view taken from the central terrace area, it is important to recognise 
that garden visitors and the Mitchell family do explore all parts of the garden and the 
terrace. Protection of the exemplary scene to the northerly landscape should not be limited 
exclusively to a single viewpoint, but consider that the photomontage positions are 

would suggest that not only should equal protection be given to the views from VP2A, VP2B 
and VP2C, but other similar views possible from that portion of the garden where focal 
views to the northerly landscape are possible. This extends as far north as the golf putting 
green and flag within the central garden area, as seen in the photomontage for VP2A or 
VP2B. 

 
6. The proposed alterations that would create the most undesirable visual impacts as seen 

from the critical southern garden areas as described in points 1. and 2. above, include 
Turbines A1, A2, A3 and A4, as well as the MET Tower. I believe that the visual impacts that 
these alterations would cause would have the same negative impact on the heritage 
significance and visual quality of views as those turbines that were previously not allowed by 
the Planning Panel during 2010. Their impact would  
described by the ERM report, but moderately high to very high. (Other research studies have 
demonstrated that as wind turbines become larger, their visibility and relative visual impact 
increases notably over that of smaller turbines viewed at the same distances.4 5 6 7 and 180 
m to 190 m turbines are among the largest and greatest visual magnitude in Australia.)  

 
These alterations are also very difficult to screen from view given their great height, the type 
of terrain surrounding Mawallok and the limitations of tree heights within the Mawallok 
Homestead area in positions that potentially could offer screening. And the heights required 
for such screening would mean that the Homestead owners and visitors would have to 
endure the significant visual impacts for a very long period  up to 50 years. For this reason, I 
believe that Turbines A1, A2, A3, A4 and the MET Tower should not be allowed to be built in 
the proposed locations. They should either be removed from the plan entirely or should be 
relocated  to  places  that  they  will  not  have  a  visual  impact  on  the  views  from  Mawallok  
garden. 

 
7. In the case of the views from the northern garden, from the first golf flag to the HaHa Wall 

and northward, there is potential to screen most of the potentially undesirable visual 
impacts that would be caused by Turbines A3, A5, A7, A9, A10 and A14. In these cases, there 
is potential for additional tree plantings within the Mawallok gardens in the vicinity of Lake 
Monash to screen most of the undesirable visual impacts from view, however, it may require 
a period of 10-15 years, depending on the location and type of trees planted. This is not so 
easily done for Turbine A1 and the MET Tower for which further screen plantings would be 
impractical.  

                                                            
4 Bishop, Ian D, 2002. Determination of Thresholds of Visual Impact: The Case of Wind Turbines. Environment 
and Planning B: Planning and Design Vol. 29: pp. 707-718 
5 Shang, Haidong and Bishop, Ian D, 2000. Visual Thresholds for Detection, Recognition, and Visual Impact in 
Landscape Settings. Journal of Environmental Psychology Vol. 20: pp. 125 
6 Sullivan, Robert G., et. al., 2012. Wind Turbine Visibility and Visual Impact Threshold Distances in Western 
Landscapes. Argonne National Laboratory and the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land 
Management. USA 
7 US Bureau of Land Management, 2013. Best Management Practices for Reducing Visual Impacts of 
Renewable Energy Facilities  
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In the views from the HaHa, A1 would only be partially screened by very scraggly pine trees 
at the north of the lake that appear dying. Judging from other pines in that area that have 
died and fallen over or been removed due to their poor health since our 2010 investigation, 
this  existing  group  of  dying  trees  will  not  last  too  much  longer.  To  replace  them  would  
require planting trees that will grow to at least 20m to 25m high, which the pine trees in that 
area have done over approximately 50 years in the past. However, I regard 50 years as an 
unacceptable  period  for  such  trees  to  provide  the  necessary  screening.  For  this  reason,  I  
believe that Turbine A1 and the MET Tower should not be allowed to be built in the  
proposed locations. They should either be removed from the plan entirely or should be 
relocated  to  places  that  they  will  not  have  a  visual  impact  on  the  views  from  Mawallok  
garden. 

 
2. SUMMARY OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

 
2.1 Proposed Location and Attributes of the Proposed WEF Development 

 
Relevant Proposed Amended Alterations 
 
Origin Energy proposes the development of 149 wind turbines in their current application for an 
amendment to the 2010 planning permit for 157 wind turbines for Stockyard Hill WEF. This analysis 
of  the  effects  of  the  proposed  wind  turbines  as  viewed  from  the  Mawallok  Homestead  heritage  
garden has primarily focused on the current proposed wind turbines in the northern sector of the 
development, including 15 turbines A1 through A13 and a meteorological tower (MET Tower) 
proposed to be located centrally in that group, as well as a more cursory examination of an 
additional 25 turbines in the northeast sector of the development labelled as J, K, L, and M turbine 
clusters (refer to Figure 1). 
 

Proposed Amended Turbine Design 

The height of the proposed amended wind turbines would be 110 m from ground level to the rotor 
hub and 180 m from ground level to the top of the turbine blades at full extension (as compared to 
the permitted turbines, which were 82 m from ground level to the rotor hub and 132 m from ground 
level to the top of the turbine blades). It is noted that the Proposed Amended Permit states that the 

stated above. The amended turbine blades would be 140 m in diameter (compared to the permitted 
104 m diameter blades). However, a letter by Allan Wyatt of XURBAN to Herbert Smith Freehills (12 
August, 2016) suggests that the Applicants intend to request that the turbine blades be amended to 
142 m in diameter. If the hub heights are built at 120 m height and the rotors blades are 140-142 m 
in diameter, then the full height of the turbines would be 190 m to 191 m, not the 180 m as 
indicated in other sections of associated application reports. 
 
The previous 2010 application proposed that the turbine blades and the upper part of the towers 

-
green may be applied to the lower section of the towers (extent of this section not specified). I have 
been unable to find any reference to the proposed colour in the current application for amendment 
of the planning permit (Planning Permit No. PL-SP/05/0548 - the Permit).was issued by the Minister 
for Planning in October 2010) other than in the Proposed Amended Permit, where it states: the 
wind turbine towers, nacelles and rotor blades must be of non  reflective finish and colour that blends 
within the landscape to the satisfaction of the Minister for Planning . 
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Proposed Amended Meteorological Tower (Potential) 
 
The indicative layout plan provided by Origin Energy for the proposed amended planning permit 
(refer to Figure 1) indicates a proposed meteorological tower located on the ridgetop to the west of 
proposed Turbine A1. I believe there is an existing anemometer tower in the vicinity of proposed 
Turbine A8, I am unsure if the tower marked on the indicative layout plan is a new tower, but have 

we have found. For this purpose, we have assumed a 254 mm concrete/steel tubular pole model 
MET Tower similar in design to the Renewable NRG Systems XDH 80m MET Tower8:  
 
Proposed Amended Ancillary Facilities 
 
The proposed WEF development includes a number of ancillary facilities, including access roads, 
electricity terminals and transformers, distribution lines, and a quarry. However, this analysis 
focuses on the wind turbines and the potential MET tower as the principal elements of visual 
concern to Mawallok Pastoral Company.  
 
I do have some concerns about any overhead powerlines that may be planned for the area north of 
Mawallok Homestead within the key viewshed, however, I could not find any reference to these in 
the application for amended permit (perhaps they are already subject to permit and will not be 
change, however, this seems unlikely due to the new wind turbine layout.) 
 
2.2 Planning Context 
 
Land Use Planning Policies, Zones and Overlays 
 
The State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF) provides Government planning policy on Heritage 
(Clause 15.03), which identifies the key objective:  
 

 To ensure the conservation of places of heritage significance .  
 
Strategies under the heritage clauses of the SPPF include:  
 

 Provide for the conservation and enhancement of those places which are of, aesthetic, 
archaeological, architectural, cultural, scientific, or social significance, or otherwise of special 
cultural value . 

 Encourage appropriate development that respects places with identified heritage values and 
creates a worthy legacy for future generations.  

 Retain those elements that contribute to the importance of the heritage place. Encourage 
the conservation and restoration of contributory elements.  

 Ensure an appropriate setting and context for heritage places is maintained or enhanced  
 
Mawallok  Homestead  is  covered  by  the  Heritage  Overlay  (HO32  in  the  Schedule  to  the  Heritage  
Overlay) within the Pyrenees Shire Planning Scheme, associated with its listing on the Victorian 
Heritage Register (Ref No H563) under the Heritage Act 1995.  

                                                            
8 Renewable NRG Systems  XDH 80m MET Tower8: 
https://www.renewablenrgsystems.com/products/complete-met-systems/wind-resource-assessment-
systems/detail/80m-xhd-now-system 
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Clause 19 of the SPPF addresses Infrastructure and sets out the following objective the provision of 
renewable energy: 
 

 To promote the provision of renewable energy in a manner that ensures appropriate siting 
and design considerations are met  

 
Key strategies under the clause include: 
 

 Facilitate renewable energy development in appropriate locations.  
 Protect energy infrastructure against competing and incompatible uses.  
 Develop appropriate infrastructure to meet community demand for energy services and 

setting aside suitable land for future energy infrastructure. In considering proposals for 
renewable energy, consideration should be given to the economic and environmental 
benefits to the broader community of renewable energy generation while also considering 
the need to minimise the effects of a proposal on the local community and environment. In 
planning for wind energy facilities, recognise that economically viable wind energy facilities 
are dependent on locations with consistently strong winds over the year.  

 
Policy guidelines under the clause indicate that planning must consider as relevant:  
 

 Policy and Planning Guidelines for Development of Wind Energy Facilities in Victoria 
(Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, January 2016).  

 
Particular Provisions of the Victoria Planning Provisions include Clause 52.32 (WIND ENERGY 
FACILITY), which addresses the use and development of WEFs, turbines within one kilometre of a 
dwelling, application requirements, amendment guidelines and anemometers.  
 
Further details of the planning policy context and controls over the subject area will be left to other 
experts who will no doubt present this information thoroughly. Mawallok Homestead and the 
portion of the proposed Stockyard Hill Wind Farm of concern to this report is both predominantly 
located within the Farming Zone of their respective Planning Schemes as shown in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 2 Planning Zones and Overlays in Vicinity of Mawallok Homestead 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Source: Dept. of Planning and Community Development, 2010  unchanged at January, 2017) 
 

Green Area = Farm Zone 
 
Pink Area = Heritage Overlay                                                          

(HO36) 
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The Policy and Planning Guidelines for Development of Wind Energy Facilities in Victoria 
(Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning, January 2016) section 5.13 5.1.3 Landscape 
and visual amenity states the following: 
 
The degree of visual impact of a wind energy facility depends on the extent of the change to the 

landscape caused by the development, taking into account:  
 the visibility of the development  
 the locations and distances from which the development can be viewed  
 the significance of the landscape as described in the planning scheme (including in an 

overlay, a relevant strategic study or landscape features referenced in the planning scheme)  
 landscape values associated with nearby parks described in a schedule to the National Parks 

Act 1975 or Ramsar wetlands 
 landscape values associated with nearby land included in the schedule to Clause 52.32-2 of 

the planning scheme, such as specified areas of landscape and environmental significance, 
specified coastal locations and areas identified to accommodate future population growth of 
regional cities and centres  

 the sensitivity of the landscape features to change.  
 
The visual impact of the development relates to:  

 the number, height, scale, spacing, colour and surface reflectivity of the wind turbines  
 the quantity and characteristics of lighting, including aviation obstacle lighting (subject to 

CASA requirements and advice)  
 avoidance of visual clutter caused by turbine layout and ability to view through a cluster or 

array (visually well ordered series) of turbines in an orderly manner  
 the removal or planting of vegetation  
 the location and scale of other buildings and works including transmission lines and 

associated access roads 
 proximity to sensitive areas  
 proximity to an existing or proposed wind energy facility, having regard to cumulative visual 

effects.  
 
The features of the landscape include:  

 the topography of the land 
 the amount and type of vegetation  
 natural features such as waterways, cliffs, escarpments, hills, gullies and valleys  
 visual boundaries between major landscape types  
 the type, pattern, built form, scale and character of development, including roads and 

walking tracks  
 flora and fauna habitat  
 cultural heritage sites  
 the skyline.  

 
Wind energy facilities will have a degree of impact on the landscape. A responsible authority needs to 
determine whether or not the visual impact of a wind energy facility in the landscape is acceptable. In 
doing so, they should consider planning scheme objectives for the landscape, including whether the 
land is subject to an Environmental Significance Overlay, Vegetation Protection Overlay, Significant 
Landscape Overlay or a relevant strategic study that is part of the relevant planning scheme. The 
visual impact of a proposal should have regard to relevant state and local government planning 
policy.  
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The following measures are suggested to reduce the visual impacts of wind energy facilities:  
 

 siting  and  design  to  minimise  impacts  on  views  from  areas  used  for  recreation  and  from  
dwellings  

 locating arrays of turbines to reflect dominant topographical and/or cultural features, such 
as ridgelines, the coastline, watercourses, windbreaks or transmission lines  

 using turbine colour to reduce visual impacts from key public view points  
 limiting  night  lighting  to  that  required  for  safe  operation  of  a  wind  energy  facility  and  for  

aviation safety  
 reducing the number of wind turbines with obstacle lights while not compromising aviation 

safety  
 mitigating light glare from obstacle lighting through measures such as baffling  
 selecting turbines that are consistent in height, appearance and rotate the same way  
 spacing turbines to respond to landscape characteristics  
 undergrounding electricity lines wherever practicable 
 minimising earthworks and providing measures to protect drainage lines and waterways  
 minimising removal of vegetation  
 avoiding additional clutter on turbines, such as unrelated advertising and 

telecommunications apparatus.  
 

a responsible authority should reference best practice standards including the 
draft National Wind Farm Development Guidelines (July 2010) and Best Practice Guidelines for 
Implementation of Wind Energy Projects in Australia  
 
I note that the above references are considered by some professionals, including myself, to be 
somewhat limited in their practicality and by a certain degree of conflict of interest given the 

useful references and guidelines, including those developed by myself (Best Design Practice eDGE 
Design Guidelines for Windfarms for the Royal Australian Institute of Architects, 2005) and the NSW 

n for State 
significant wind energy development (NSW Dept. of Planning and Environment, 2016). The latter 
document provides a useful and relatively comprehensive list of such references. I also include the 
key references that have influenced my methods and assessment with this report. 
 
2.3   Mawallok Homestead and Its Heritage Significance 
 

 
 
Figure 3 provides a broad aerial view of the locations of proposed amended wind turbines and the 
MET Tower of relevance to Mawallok Homestead and Garden. Figure 4 shows an aerial view of the 
main central Mawallok Homestead residences, gardens and outbuildings and their immediate 
surrounds. 
 
Mawallok H
(Massola, 1968). 
 
The house is sited on a low rise overlooking the Guilfoyle gardens and Lake Monash, designed by Sir 
John Monash. The view continues on over low rolling hills in the Toppers Lane vicinity, terminating in 
Mount Cole and the associated landform of the Great Dividing Range (Main Range) connecting to 
Mount Buangor. This reflects the colonial landscape tradition of siting homestead residences in the 
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 Timothy 
Hubbard (2003). 
 
Mawallok Homestead is of considerable historic and cultural heritage significance, having been part 
of St. Enochs Run established in 1838 by Thomas Steel and Richard Black and operated by them until 
being sold to Alexander Russell and Co. during 1847. It was run continuously under the ownership 
and management of the Russell family for 133 years, growing to a maximum size of 28,000 acres 
until 1920 when the northern portions were sold to another grazier to form Bim Gherin. One of the 
Trustee managers during those years was a William Lewis, who was a founder of the Stoneleigh 
Station south of Mawallok, captured in a famous painting by that name (Stoneleigh) by Eugene von 
Guerard.  
 
Various historic stone houses and wool shed or work buildings are found at Mawallok Station still in 
good condition. The current homestead residence was built in 1910 in the Arts and Crafts style of 
architecture of that period.  
 
Sir John Monash was also responsible for the design and construction of Lake Monash and Phillip 

6-hole golf course on the lower lawn near Lake Monash, which remains as a legacy to him today.  
 
Mawallok Homestead and its associated sheep station (which exhibits a variety of other working 
buildings, residences and associated facilities of historic interest not assessed in this report) are 

building were in their early formative stages.  
 
The association with the Russell family is particularly important due to the pivotal and extensive role 
they played in the establishment of the merino wool industry in Victoria via the Clyde Company and 
other ventures established through four of the five brothers who left their home and hard times in 
the village of Old Gibleston in the Parish of Carnbee  County of Fife, Scotland to establish new lives 
and highly successful enterprises in Tasmania and Victoria. The story of their family history dates 
back 300 years to Scotland and its unfolding in Australia and especially Victoria.  They established a 
dynasty of large grazing properties from Geelong to Ballarat and Beaufort and further into the 
southwest.  
 
The Russ Australian Legend

Australia Felix  
(Mitchell, T.L. 1839). This family was distinguished in many other ways through community life, VRC 
horse racing, golf, and cutting edge pasture improvements in the grazing industry over the years. 
Their contribution of Mawallok Homestead and Gardens (as well as Langi Willi Homestead and 
gardens) has been an important contribution and gift to the State and Australia. 
 
Mawallok Homestead and the heritage gardens have been well-husbanded by the Peter Mitchell 
family, who purchased the property from the Russells during 1980.  
 
Recognised Heritage Significance 
 

age significance has been recognised officially through listings of the property, 
buildings and gardens on the: 
 

 Victorian State Heritage Register No. H0563 (listed during 2008). 
 
 Australian Heritage Database at No. 17275 on 20/6/1992 (former  listed during 1992). 
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 National Trust (Victoria) database No. B1460  

 
House Siting and Views 
 
As indicated in Section 1, the heritage setting of the historic gardens at Mawallok and their heritage 
significance is strongly related to the scenic values of the northerly views from the homestead and 
gardens to the surrounding visible landscape beyond the boundaries of Mawallok Station. 
 

age and visual significance, their strong association and inter-dependence 
include the Heritage Place (house and formal gardens  extending to Lake Monash and fringing trees 
and shrubs), the Heritage Precinct (area viewed to top of the Fishers Hill complex of low hills to the 
north of Mawallok and south of the railway) and the Heritage Setting (including the area of the Mt. 
Cole and Great Dividing Range massif viewed from the homestead).The Immediate Heritage 
Curtilage of Mawallok should include the primary homestead, the gardens and the principal 
outbuildings  essentially the area shown in Figure 4, with the possible exception of the outbuildings 
and residence located east of Geelong Road (subject to further discussion). However, the Extended 
Heritage Curtilage could be considered to take in the entire Heritage Setting, as described above. 
This is because the more distant elements of the scene are Contributory Elements that contribute 
aesthetically to the significance of the Heritage Place critically important to the landscape character 
and scenic quality of the view and would be lost if such planting were to occur. 
 
In  this  respect,  I  refer  to  terms  (i.e.,  Heritage  Place,  Heritage  Precinct,  Heritage  Setting  and  
Immediate and Extended Heritage Curtilage, etc.) that are commonly accepted concepts utilised in 
The Burra Charter9, by Heritage Victoria101112, and by other State heritage departments or councils 
such as those in New South Wales13 14.  
 
The concept that the heritage significance of a Heritage Place can be influenced and have 
dependence on the Heritage Setting and the Extended Curtilage is one that has been officially 
recognised in a number of circumstances in Australia, for example: 
 

 the geographical area that provides the physical 
context for an item, and which contributes to its heritage significance. Land title boundaries 
and heritage curtilages do not necessarily coincide ; 
 

 Also in New South Wales, MacFarlane15 describes the 1995 case of heritage listed 
Hawthornden property in Sydney, for which Woollahra Municipal Council rejected a 
development application to erect a residential flat building on an adjacent site due to the 

                                                            
9 Australia ICOMOS, 2013 and 1999. Charter for the Conservation of Places of Cultural Significance  The Burra 
Charter. 
10 Heritage Council of Victoria, 2012. Assessing the cultural heritage significance of places and objects for 
possible state heritage listing: the Victorian Heritage Register criteria and threshold guidelines. Victorian 
Government Department of Sustainability and Environment Melbourne, January 2007. The Heritage Guidelines 

 16: Glossary of Terms 
11 Heritage Council of Victoria, 2015. Landscapes of Cultural Heritage Significance: Assessment Guidelines 
12 Victorian Government Department of Sustainability and Environment Melbourne, January 2007. The 
Heritage Guidelines  16: Glossary of Terms 
13 New South Wales Heritage Council, 2000. Heritage Terms and Abbreviations.  
14 New South Wales Heritage Office, 2001. Assessing heritage significance.  
15 MacFarlane, Helen, 2000. Heritage and Development: A Lawyers Perspective, Heritage Information Series, 
NSW Heritage Office 
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adverse impact the development would have on Hawthornden heritage significance and 
destroy the expansive historic spatial relationship to the garden north of the 

house, would drastically alter the historic forecourt character of the house and the garden, 
and would block off traditional views of Sydney Harbour seen from the entrance drive. In the 
planning appeal case, Commissioner Watts stated that: 
 

ion that the spaciousness of the grounds and the vistas 
which contribute to the feeling of perched openness of the grounds must be retained. Over 
the years the site has been reduced in size by subdivision, and the grounds which presently 
surround the house are well proportioned to the house. To reduce them further in size as 
proposed cannot be permitted . 
 
He some development in the grounds may be considered, 

.   

 MacFarlane (op. cit.) also cites the case of Royal Sydney Golf Club v Federal Commissioner of 
Taxation (Cth) (1955) 91 CLR 610 at 626, the High Court of Australia defined curtilage in the 
following way:  Any building, whether it is a habitation or has some other use, may stand 
within a larger area of land which subserves the purposes of the building. The land surrounds 
the building because it actually or supposedly contributes to the enjoyment of the building or 
the fulfilment of its purposes . 
 

Planning Panels Victoria16 in  their  decision  of  2010  agreed  with  the  validity  of  the  heritage  

noted in their decision that: 
 

 It  is  our  view,  however,  that  given  the  massive  scale  of  the  proposed  wind  turbines,  the  
landscape against which they should be assessed is the broader landscape rather than the 
landscape seen at close quarters. The submitters are correct therefore that the relevant 
landscape against which impacts are to be assessed is the broader one which has not altered 
substantially since pre-settlement  
 

 We are conscious that the area affected by the view is not included in any heritage control 
itself and note the changes that were made to the (non-statutory) Heritage Victoria permit 
policy statement for Mawallok as it was being developed (at the time registration was being 
considered). This was referred to by Mr Lovell (A122 page 11).  The final version of the permit 
policy indicates that management of the registered place (itself) should seek to retain and 
protect the view across the Monash Lake and the distant vista of the Pyrenees ranges and Mt 
Cole. An earlier expression of this objective placed less emphasis on the place itself. We are 
not troubled by the absence of a statutory control over the vista, however. Consideration of 
the effects of use and development on one site upon another site is a fundamental element 
of planning decision-making and is supported in this case by the decision guidelines relevant 
to wind farm projects referring to the effects on views and vistas as well as cultural heritage.  
Nor are we bothered by any prospect that the garden might no longer be available for public 
viewing (though we think it should be), as its heritage significance does not depend on 
whether or not it is seen by the public. We recognise that as one moves into the garden a 
wider external view becomes available in which peripheral turbines would be seen even if the 
ones in the terrace view were to be removed. We think that new plantings should be 

                                                            
16 Planning Panels Victoria, 2010. Stockyard Hill Wind Energy Facility and Associated Planning Permit 
Applications Pyrenees and Corangamite Planning Schemes, Panel Report: August 2010 
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considered as appropriate to deal with those turbine views (as the views are less essential to 
the significance of the garden) and the views of other turbines which may become available 
as ageing windbreaks die off and are removed.  We were advised that replanting of the older 
windbreaks is already occurring. We also think that views in other directions from the 
Mawallok  property  (some  of  which  were  referred  to  by  Mr  Peter  Mitchell  in  his  personal  
submission) which are less critical to its significance can also be dealt with by screen planting 
if required -326). 
 

 In any permit granted for the WEF, the 20 turbines visible within the central viewing cone 
from the Mawallok northern terrace, be required to be deleted that is turbines T32,35,36,38, 
42 and 49 (already agreed by the Applicant); and turbines T5, 12, 
13,14,15,17,18,21,23,25,26,28,29 and 31.) . 
 

To further describe and emphasise the heritage significance of the Heritage Place and Extended 
Curtilage to Mawallok Homestead and Gardens, the view to Mt. Cole, the intermediate 
paddocks/fields and woodlands north of Lake Monash are very important to the heritage values 
associated with this historic sheep station and pastoral estate. The importance of these areas to the 
cultural heritage meanings and values of Mawallok Homestead should be emphasised. Lake Monash 

it adds to boost the vi
the enclosed garden space to the water and over its backdrop trees and the pastoral hills behind to 

t-
setting as defined by Kaplan and Kaplan. It also contains the perfect combination of landscape 
attributes (trees, greenery, water, mountains and long distance views across landscapes relatively 
unmarred by dominant man-made alterations and structures in a framed focal view) that over 300 
persons surveyed by Williamson and Chalmers (1982) found to contribute to the highest perceived 
scenic quality among a range of landscape scenes in northeast Victoria.  
 
The  homestead  complex  is  set  in  a  relatively  densely  treed  area  with  the  main  views  from  the  
residence to the pastoral landscape and Mt. Cole area to the north (northwest to northeast). The 
house was purposely built with its key family and entertaining areas, windows and veranda located 
on the north side to take advantage of the view of Mt. Cole. 
 
There are strong cultural meanings, heritage and visual linkages between the homestead residence 
and gardens and the area in the main view toward Mt. Cole.  
 
Peter Watts AM and John Patrick have previously (2010) provided evidence on how Guilfoyle 
selected key axial viewlines for the siting and orientation of the garden between the house and 
views to Mt. Cole. Hubbard 17(2003) demonstrates that many of the more prosperous sheep stations 
of Vict
the surrounding plains landscape or nearby mountains, similar to Mawallok.  
 
These station house sites were strategically selected to keep the house above spring or autumn 
flood waters, but near enough that the creeks or rivers could provide convenient supplies of fresh 
water and a ready-made location for sheep dips. In addition, the houses were commonly well 
designed and oriented to provide primary and secondary axial views to key landscape features in the 
landscape, often to prominent mountains, volcanic cones or water features (refer to Hubbard, 
2003).  

                                                            
17 Hubbard, Timothy Fletcher, 2003. Towering Over All: The Italianate Villa in the Colonial Landscape (Doctoral 
Thesis). 
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The house siting was often made Picturesque
conscious aesthetic philosophy of the day. Such building siting not only responded to this aesthetic objective, 

 the homestead, even if all the land 
visible from the homestead residence did not actually belong to the station owner. As Hubbard states in his 

Claiming the Colonial Landscape: Villas of Australia Felix  
 

Aesthetic considerations were important and became paramount to siting the villa within the colonial 
landscape. The strongest aesthetic was the newly emerged Picturesque but this had been born of and was 
still influenced by an earlier appreciation of the almost opposite aesthetics, the Sublime and the Beautiful, 
(Hubbard, 2003, p. 220). 

 
It was also popular to have photographs or paintings done of the homestead residence in its garden setting 

ok more 
extensive than it may have been in reality.  
 
As Hubbard states: 
 
 One  way  for  squatters  and  others  to  record  their  success,  if  not  their  right  to  occupation,  was  to  

commission  house  portraits  of  their  holdings  apart  from  early  pencil  sketches,  the  more  sophisticated  
portraits occur in two main phases. Firstly, around 1851, the earliest humble dwellings within their leased 
landscapes were depicted. Then, especially after the Land Selection Acts of the 1860s triggered the 
purchase of freehold title and the construction of grander homesteads; these were painted in their 
freehold landscapes. But, importantly, the depiction of a homestead might include much more landscape 

 (Hubbard, 2003, p. 227). 
 
In a similar to the manner of many other prominent Western District sheep stations, Mawallok Homestead is 
sited on an elevated slope and oriented almost directly toward the landmark formed by Mt. Cole18.  
 
 
 

                                                            
18 Note:  1. Brief rudimentary descriptions and definitions of these aesthetic concepts and terms are as follows. 
Aesthetics (also spelled æsthetics or esthetics) is a branch of philosophy dealing with the nature of beauty, art, and 
taste, and with the creation and appreciation of beauty. More broadly, scholars in the field define aesthetics as "critical 
reflection on art, culture and nature." From the late 17th to the early 20th century Western aesthetics underwent a 
slow revolution into what is often called modernism. German and British thinkers emphasised beauty as the key 
component of art and of the aesthetic experience, and saw art as necessarily aiming at beauty. Philosophical definitions 
of beauty ranged from those held by Alexander Baumgarten that aesthetics is a younger sister of logic and beauty is 
thus the most perfect kind of knowledge, to Immanuel Kant who regarded beauty as the result of a judgment of 
subjective but universal truth for which all people should be in agreement, to the Earl of Shaftesbury who regarded 
beauty as the sensory version of moral goodness. Others such as Lord Kames, William Hogarth and Edmund Burke held 
analytical theories that beauty consists of a number of attributes, including fitness of parts, variety, uniformity and 
symmetry, simplicity and distinctiveness, intricacy, and quantity or magnitude. Later analysts attempted to link beauty 
to scientific theories of psychology (e.g. James Mill) or biology (e.g. Herbert Spencer). Still others, such as Vincenzo 

appreciation of the Creation and God. In aesthetics, the sublime (from the Latin sublimis [looking up from] under the 
lintel, high, lofty, elevated, exalted) is the quality of greatness or vast magnitude, whether physical, moral, intellectual, 
metaphysical, aesthetic, spiritual or artistic. The term especially refers to a greatness with which nothing else can be 
compared and which is beyond all possibility of calculation, measurement or imitation. The picturesque is an artistic   
architecture and landscape in pictorial combination with each other. In Britain, the picturesque was defined as an 
aesthetic quality marked concept and style of the late 18th and early 19th century characterised by a preoccupation 
with by pleasing variety, irregularity, asymmetry, and interesting textures; medieval ruins in a natural landscape were 
thought to be picturesque. John Nash produced some of the most exemplary works embodying the concept.         
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3. VISUAL ASSESSMENT OF THE VIEW(S) FROM MAWALLOK HOMESTEAD HERITAGE GARDEN 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 

Energy Facility planning application addresses the entire proposed WEF and the potential effects of it on the 
broader landscape as viewed from a range of different public and private viewpoints. My analysis of the 
visual effect of the proposed WEF is primarily limited in this report to key views from the Mawallok 
Homestead heritage garden area and those proposed WEF alterations that potentially affect those views.  
 
As indicated previously, the ERM visual assessment methodology examines many of the same or similar 
visual factors as I do, however, the two methodologies have some significant differences regarding how the 
visual impacts are evaluated. The methodology that I and others have developed and evolved over the past 
30 years in Australia and prior to that in the USA is applied in my assessment of Mawallok Homestead and 
Garden. 
 
3.2 Procedures and Methods Used 
 
The Scenic Spectrums Visual Evaluation Model (SS-VEM  Scenic Spectrums Pty Ltd, 2005  refer to Figure 5), 
provides a guiding framework for my review of potential visual effects of the proposed WEF at Stockyard Hill. 
SS-VEM represents a refinement of the previous Victorian Visual Management System (VMS) developed for 
the Victorian Government (Williamson & Calder, 1979) and the U.S.D.A. Forest Service Visual Management 
System (1974). SS-VEM also  incorporates  some  aspects  of  the  current  U.S.D.A.  Forest  Service  (1995)  
procedure, titled Landscape Aesthetics, A Handbook for Scenery Management. This procedure has been 
supplemented with consideration of a range of scenic/visual perception research studies as further cited. An 
adaptation of this procedure has also been utilised by the NSW Government for their Wind Energy Visual 
Assessment Bulletin (2016).  
 
An updated and modified version of the SS-VEM procedure has been developed in association with the work 
recently completed for the NSW Government, as illustrated in Figure 6. However, I am applying the 
procedure as I used it for my evidence regarding the Stockyard Hill Wind Farm proposal during 2010 to 
ensure that we maintain the same types of comparisons19. However, a full visual assessment has not been 
undertaken given the nature of the proposed WEF amendment and the restricted viewpoint locations 
selected for my assessment. For example, a Visual Absorption Capability (VAC) assessment has not been 
conducted to determine the degree to which different landscape units can visually absorb or sustain the 
proposed alterations without significant change to the existing landscape character, scenic quality and 
integrity. However, analysis of existing vegetation screening of proposed alterations from the selected 
viewpoints has been undertaken, as described further. 
 
The SS-VEM procedure integrates a number of key assessments and evaluations, summarised in the 
following text.  
 
When applied to visual effects assessments, the procedure usually starts with the description and analysis of 
the proposed landscape alteration or change and progresses through assessments of viewpoint and 
viewshed analysis and classification, considers stakeholder visual perceptions of scenic quality and 
alterations (including any available perception research), describes and classifies the scenic and cultural 
landscape character, quality and integrity.   

                                                            
19 The exception to this is that distance zones beyond 8 km have been adjusted to 8-12km, instead of 8 to 13km for the 
previous 2010 assessment. This is due to recent adjustments made for higher wind turbines during my 2016 work with 
the NSW Government. This will have no substantive effect on the evaluation or comparisons to previous assessments. 
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The foregoing assessments result in the classification of the landscape into visual assessment zones and the 
formulation of recommended or desirable visual performance standards for each zone. A number of factors 
are addressed in such standards, as outlined further in this report.   
 
Photographs, sketches, computer simulations and photomontages of the proposed alteration(s) are then 
prepared and evaluated against the visual performance criteria to determine whether the proposed 
alteration would achieve the desired visual performance standards or not, and to what degree. I have 
prepared a number of photomontages of the potential view of the proposed wind turbines visible from 
Mawallok Homestead that will be referred to further on in this statement (refer to Appendix A).  
 
These photomontages have been prepared utilising the following basic steps: 
 

1. A GIS digital elevation model (DEM) was created using available topographic contours 
2. The geo-referenced positions of the proposed turbines made available by Origin Energy were fixed 

on the DEM terrain model 
3. Viewpoint co-ordinates were fixed onto the DEM terrain model (with camera elevations) 
4. Geo-referenced  2014  satellite  imagery  was  attached  to  the  DEM  terrain  model,  turbine  and  

viewpoint positions as an additional GIS layer. 
5. Aerial  plan  views  of  the  camera  centerlines  for  each  viewpoint  and  viewlines  from  viewpoints  to  

selected turbines and the meteorological tower were prepared using the above geo-referenced co-
ordinates. 

6. 3D models were created using turbine dimensions indicated in ERMs report (Appendix U20)  and  a  
meteorological steel/concrete pole construction tower21 designed  to  180m  from  base  to  top  and  
also marked at 110 m (as Origin Energy did not provide dimensions in their reports as far as we could 
find). White was used to colour the turbines as is typical of wind turbines elsewhere and black was 
used to colour the MET Tower.  

7. The DEM model, turbine model and meteorological model were imported into a 3D computer 
simulation package 

8. Using the geo-referenced terrain data, viewpoint positions and turbine/tower positions, 3D 
simulations  of  the  terrain  and  proposed  alterations  were  created  to  match  the  centerline  view  
directions of selected viewpoints and photo frames 

9. The 3D simulations were matched with corresponding photograph frames to create the 
photomontages and checked against the aerial plan viewlines and a set of topographic and critical 
vegetation cross-sections for selected transects from viewpoints to particular turbines or the MET 
Tower. A natural, cloudless blue sky was inserted in each photomontage to provide a consistent 
backdrop for each image. 

 
Although all due care and diligence have been applied to ensure that the photomontages accurately 
represent the potential visual effects, there are many variables within the data relied upon to produce the 
photomontages that could lead to small errors. In addition, Origin Energy have requested in their application 
for the amended permit that these turbines could be moved by to 100 m any direction from their current 
geo-coordinates and this could also result in variations in the final visual effects as viewed from the selected  

                                                            
20 Origin Energy proposed wind turbine dimensions: 110 m from base to rotor hub, 180 m from base to vertical tip of rotor blade with a 
140 m diameter rotor. (Note  elsewhere proposals are made for a 142 m diameter rotor and 120 m from base to rotor hub, which 

e model. 
21 Meteorological tower design based on a 254 mm concrete/steel tubular pole model as per Renewable NRG XDH 80m 
Meteorological Tower: https://www.renewablenrgsystems.com/products/complete-met-systems/wind-resource-assessment-
systems/detail/80m-xhd-now-system 
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Figure 5 -VEM)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Copyright 2005, Scenic Spectrums Pty Ltd and Dennis N. Williamson) 
 
Figure 6 Recent Alternative WEF Visual Assessment Procedure Developed by  

Dennis Williamson (2016) for the NSW Department of Planning and Environment 

(Copyright 2016, Geoscene International (Scenic Spectrums Pty Ltd) and Dennis N. Williamson) 
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viewpoints. As such, the images represent a "best fit" representation based on the data available and our 
current knowledge. 
 
Based on an analysis of the above information, visual impact/effects have been evaluated and 
recommendations regarding the visual appropriateness and/or potential impact mitigation or reduction 
measures can be provided. 
 
3.3 Proposed Landscape Alterations 
 
The proposed landscape alterations are described in Appendix U22 of the proposed Amended Planning 
Permit for Stockyard Wind Farm Application (ERM, 2016). As indicated in Section 2.1, this analysis is limited 
to those proposed turbines in the northern sector of the proposed WEF, which includes pr

 group of turbines (refer to Figure 1).  
 
According to Section 4.1.2 (p. 48) of the previous Planning Permit Application Report (Vol. 1), the turbine 

-
(not specified) a band of grey-green may be applied to the lower section of the towers (extent of this section 
not specified). 
 
This analysis focuses principally on the wind turbines as the principal alterations of concern to Mawallok 
Pastoral Company Pty Ltd.  
 
Any proposed amendments to the WEF associated access roads, electricity terminals, substations or 
transformers and distribution lines (underground or above ground) do not appear to be presented in the 

however, if there are proposed changes, we would like the opportunity to assess their visual impacts on 
behalf of Mawallok Pastoral Company Pty Ltd.  
 
3.4 Viewpoints and Viewer Sensitivity Levels 
 
Key Viewpoints Assessed 
 
Eight key viewpoints were selected for assessment, including: 
 

 Viewpoint 1A, the west window of the home  
  
  
 Viewpoint 2A, from the top centre of the terrace, approx. 3 m south of the top of steps; 
 Viewpoint 2B, from the top of the terrace steps just off the northern entry verandah of the 

residence; 
 Viewpoint 2C, from the top of the terrace, 10 m west of Viewpoint 2B, on lawn to the east of the top 

of the steps; 
 Viewpoint 3A, from near the centre of the ha-ha wall in the garden, approx. 13 m east of the western 

bluestone steps 
 Viewpoint 3B from the west end of the ha-ha wall, 6.5 m east of the western bluestone steps 

 
                                                            
22 Environmental Resource Management Australia Pty Ltd, 2016. Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment to 
accompany an Application to Amend Planning Permit No. PL-SP/05/0548. Stockyard Hill Wind Farm Amendment. 
Prepared for Stockyard Hill Wind Farm Pty Ltd. 
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Viewpoints 1A, 2A and 3A were photographed to indicate the wider expanse of views available from the 
Level 2 bedroom windows overlooking the garden that are important to the family. However, these views 
have not been used for photomontage and detailed visual impact analysis.  
Photomontages have been prepared for each of the subsequent viewpoints, with individual photographic 
frames taken with a 35 mm SLR camera with a 50 mm lens as follows: 
 

 Viewpoint 2A  single frame 
 Viewpoint 2B  single frame 
 Viewpoint 2C  single frame 
 Viewpoint 3A  East frame, Centre frame and West frame 
 Viewpoint 3B  East frame only 

 
As an additional, non-commissioned photomontage, Viewpoint 3B was also photographed for general field 
notes using a Digital Camera with a variable zoom lens set to approximate the 35mm lens. This resulted in 
the following photomontages: 
 

 Viewpoint 3B  East frame, Centre frame and West frame. 
 
These photographs and photomontages are provided in Appendix A. A set of geo-referenced aerial viewline 
plans and cross-sections were also utilised to assist with the accuracy of the photomontages, as provided in 
Appendices B and C. 
 
The positions of the Viewpoints used for photomontages are shown in Figure 7. 
 
Viewer Sensitivity Levels 
 
Viewer  Sensitivity  Levels  refer  to  the  relative  degree  to  which  different  types  and  volumes  of  viewers  or  
viewpoints may be sensitive to changes in the scenic quality, character and integrity of the landscape and/or 
particular views within the landscape. Criteria used for the assessment of Viewer Sensitivity Levels are 
shown in Table 1. The key Mawallock Homestead viewpoints have been classified as Level 1  High Sensitivity 
under Criteria 4. 
 
This Viewer Sensitivity Level Classification is due to the National Estate Register listing of Mawallok 
Homestead  and  gardens,  as  well  as  its  designation  under  the  Heritage  Overlay  in  the  Shire  of  Pyrenees  
Planning Scheme. In addition, the owners of Mawallok Homestead have expressed a high degree of concern 
for maintaining the existing scenic quality, character and integrity of the landscape viewed from the 
residence and gardens. 
 
3.5 Viewshed Distance Zones 
 
The viewshed covering the visible proposed wind turbines has been classified in Table 2 into eight specific 
Distance Zones as viewed from the key viewpoints at Mawallok Homestead. The Distance Zones are based 
on scenic perception research and field observations regarding perceived changes in the relative visual 
magnitude and influence of wind turbines and other alterations.  Slightly different turbines would be visible 
from each viewpoint according to terrain and vegetation. The relative visibility of the proposed wind 
turbines is assessed and discussed in Section 4.0. 
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Table 1 Viewer Sensitivity Level Classification  
 

(Source: Scenic Spectrums Pty Ltd, adapted from original version by Williamson and Calder, 1979.) 
 
Figure 8 shows the turbine positions and Mawallock Homestead in relation to these Distance Zones. 
 
3.6 Scenic Character, Quality and Integrity 
 
Scenic and Cultural Character 
 
The Mawallok Homestead is located within the Western Plains Landscape Character Type (LCT) as defined by 
Leonard and Hammond (1983). Although, the key views toward the proposed WEF include typical Western 
Plains landscapes within the Far Foreground (2-4 km) to Far Middleground (4  8 km) Distance Zones, these 
predominantly cleared hills with a few scattered eucalypt woodlands and coniferous tree rows only play the 
role of a modest visual interlude to the two principal components of these views. These two principal 
components include: 
 

 the Near Foreground (0  500 m) of the Mawallok Gardens, which create what may be referred to as 
an oasis of green, manicured gardens; and  

 
 the Mount Cole to Mount Buangor massif of the West Central Hills LCT which display forested slopes 

that rise up to elevations  eyes into the Far Background 
Distance Zone at 20 km or greater.  

 

Level 1 - High Sensitivity  
 
1. Freeways  and  State  Highways  with  >  500  

vehicles/day.  
2. Classified Tourist Roads. 
3. Main Sealed Roads with > 75 vehicles/day. 
4. Recreation, Cultural Heritage or Scenic Sites and 

Viewpoints of National or Interstate Significance. 
5. Walking Tracks of National Significance. 
6. Residential Areas/Dwellings with High Degrees of 

Scenic Concern. 
7. Interstate Passenger Rail Lines with Daily Daylight 

Service. 
8. Rail Lines of Cultural, Historic or Scenic Significance. 
9. Navigable Waterways of National Recreation 

Significance.  
 

 
Level 2 - Moderate Sensitivity  
 
1. Main Sealed Roads with more than 50 vehicles 

/day. 
2. Recreation/Tourist Access and Other Roads with > 

35 vehicles/day. 
3. Roads with < 35 vehicles/day, but Planned for 

Recreation Promotion within 5 years.  
4.    Recreation,  Cultural  Heritage  or  Scenic  Sites  of  

State Significance. 
5.    Walking Tracks of State or High Local Significance. 
6.    Residential Areas/Dwellings with Moderate 

Degrees of Scenic Concern. 
7.    State Passenger Rail Lines with Daily Rural Town 

Service. 
 8.       Navigable  Waterways  of  State  Recreation  

Significance. 
 

 
Level 3 - Low Sensitivity 
 
1. Land Management or Tourist/Recreation Access 

Roads  with  Occasional  Recreation  Traffic  of  10  
vehicles or less per day.  

2. Walking Tracks of Low Local Significance  
3. State Passenger Rail Lines with Less than Daily Rural 

Town Service. 
 

Level 4 - Very Low Sensitivity  
 
1.  Land Management Roads with Infrequent 

Recreation 
 Traffic < 3 vehicles/day  
2.  Walking Tracks with Infrequent Recreation Usage.  
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As such, the landscape character and visual appearance of the area viewed from the key views of 
Mawallock Homestead are not predominantly that of a pastoral landscape of cleared paddocks, 
which occupy only a relatively thin and broken horizontal band midway through the views.  
 
Topographically, the homestead residence sits at approximately 334m AHD at ground level. The 
Fishers Hill range of low hills that form the intermediate pastoral landscape component described 
above  rise  from  base  levels  of  approximately  320  m  AHD  to  ridgetops  ranging  from  340  to  414  m  
AHD.   
 
The cultural landscape importance and sensitivity of areas visible from Mawallock Homestead has 
been described in Sections 1.8 and 2.3.  A range of landscape character options that have been 
developed by Scenic Spectrums for other landscape assessment projects in Australia are described in 
Table 3. The views from the homestead currently predominantly reflect a combination of the 
Cultural and Historic Landscape Character (Near Foreground) and a Natural Appearing Landscape 
Character (Far Background) with a lesser but important influence of the Pastoral Landscape 
Character (Near Middleground to Far Middleground). 
 
Scenic Quality 
 
Given the complexity of the view and the combination of different landscape character types 
involved, it is difficult to entirely assess the scenic quality using an aerial or broad view perspective of 
the combination of landforms, vegetation, waterforms and agricultural features visible within those 
different character components, as would Leonard and Hammond 23 in their Scenic Quality 
Classification Frames of Reference for the Western Plains and West Central Hills LCTs.  Although 
these are somewhat helpful, what is being assessed in this case is a very specific view which is 
framed by the trees in Mawallok Garden and contained at its focal point by Mt. Cole and the 
associated massif (and to a lesser degree by a low hill with eucalypt woodlands and coniferous tree 
rows to the right of the scene. For such a view, I have found the scenic perceptions research findings 
of Lothian 24, Williamson and Chalmers25, Kaplan and Kaplan26 and others, as well as references to 
classic art composition, to be more useful.  
 

                                                            
23 Leonard, Michael and Hammond, Richard, 1983. Landscape Character Types of Victoria with Frames of 
Reference for Scenic Quality Assessment. Forests Commission Victoria.  Melbourne, Australia. 
24 Lothian, Andrew, Dr., 2004.  Scenic Perceptions of the Visual Effects of Wind Farms on South Australian 
Landscapes.  Unpublished Manuscript 
25.Williamson, Dennis N and Chalmers, John A, November 1982.  Perceptions of Forest Scenic Quality in 
Northeast Victoria: A Technical Report of Research Phases I and II.  Landscape Management Series. Forests 
Commission Victoria.  Melbourne, Victoria, Australia 
26 Kaplan, R. and Kaplan, S, 1989. The experience of nature: a psychological perspective Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA 
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Table 2   SS-VEM Viewshed Distance Zones 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Source: Geoscene International, Scenic Spectrums Pty Ltd and Dennis Williamson, 2016) 
 

Distance  
of View Distance Zone Relative Visual Magnitude 

0 - 500 m Near Foreground (NF) 
Zone of Greatest Visual Influence 

500 m  1 km Mid Foreground (MF)  
 

1 - 2 km Far Foreground (FF)  

2- 4 km Near Middleground (NM)  

4- 8 km Far Middleground (FM)  

8 - 12 km Near Background (NB)  

12  20km Mid Background (MB)  
 

20-32+km Far Background (FB) Zone of Least Visual Influence 
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Table 3 Landscape Character Options 
Landscape 
Character 
Options 

Description 

Naturally Evolving Landscape character expressing the natural evolution of biophysical features and 
processes, with very limited human intervention. 
 

Natural Appearing Landscape character that expresses predominantly natural evolution, but also human 
intervention including cultural features and processes. 
 

Cultural Landscape character expressing built structures and landscape features that display the 
dominant attitudes and beliefs of specific human cultures. 
 

Pastoral 
 

Landscape character expressing dominant human created paddocks (pastures) or 
grasslands and associated structures, reflecting valued historic land uses and lifestyles. 
 

Agricultural 
 

Landscape character expressing dominant agricultural land uses producing food crops and 
domestic products  cultivated croplands. 
 

Historic Landscape character expressing valued historic features that represent events and period 
of human activity in the landscape. 
 

Wind Farm Landscape character expressing dominant wind farm uses that exert a strong visual 
influence over the pre-existing character of the landscape primarily in the form of tall wind 
turbines with moving blades, access roads, substations and supporting infrastructure. 
 

Urban Landscape character expressing concentrations of human activity, primarily in the form of 
residential, commercial, industrial, cultural, educational, transportation structures and 
supporting infrastructure. 
 

(Source: Scenic Spectrums Pty Ltd, 2005. Adapted from USDA Forest Service, 1998, p 5-6) 
 
Based on those types of references, I would classify the view from Mawallock as of High 
Scenic/Aesthetic Quality (if not Very High) for the following reasons: 
 

 Viewpoints 1A-C and 2A-C look through the enclosed garden space to the water and over its 
backdrop trees and the pastoral hills behind to Mt. Cole and the associated Great Dividing 
Range massif. This type of view creates a classic landscape/art composition following 

elsewhere in this report on these principles), art (the rule of thirds, etc.) and a classic 
prospect-refuge

deciduous and coniferous trees that line both sides of the garden frame and funnel viewers  
eye northward through the garden, first to Monash Lake  a water element that boosts the 
visual attraction of the central view of focus - pulling viewers  eye to stop briefly upon it as 
aided by the backdrop of trees, then being pulled further out over the intermediate pastoral 
hills to the highly attractive Mt. Cole massif, which serves as a terminus to the view. The view 
is also comprised of highly scenic and visually attractive bands of colour (greens, blue, 
greens, browns, and blue) appearing in sequence below the sky.  

 
 These views  contain an almost perfect combination of landscape attributes (trees, greenery, 

water, mountains and long distance views across landscapes relatively unmarred by 
dominant man-made alterations and structures in a framed focal view) that over 300 
persons surveyed by Williamson and Chalmers (1982) found to contribute to the highest 
perceived scenic quality among a range of landscape scenes in northeast Victoria; 
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 These views represent the types of landscape features and landscape 
compositions/juxtapositions  that  Ray  Green  (2000),  Jack  Nasar  (2002),  Zube  (1974,  1976),  
Zube, Brush and Fabos (1975) and others have found to repeatedly receive highly positive 
scenic quality and aesthetic ratings by persons tested in controlled scenic perception 
research studies. 

 
 Mt. Cole and the Monash Lake features would be classified as High Scenic Quality features in 

the West Central Hills and the Western Plains Landscape Character Types as defined by 
Leonard and Hammond (1984); 

 
 The added aesthetic qualities of the associated heritage values of Mt. Cole, the intermediate 

paddocks/fields and woodlands, Lake Monash and the Guilfoyle gardens linked to the history 
and functions of a sheep station and pastoral estate and a culturally significant formal 
garden setting of historic importance. The importance of these areas to the cultural heritage 
meanings and values of Mawallock Homestead emphasised by the view and the quality and 
significance of the view are reinforced and embellished by its heritage. 

 
Scenic Integrity 
 

Scenic Quality of an area should be maintained given a proposed landscape alteration, such as a 
wind  farm.   The  frame  of  reference  criteria  for  Scenic  Integrity  Levels  recommended  in  this  
assessment are provided in Table 4. This is an aspect that is assessed in terms of the proposed WEF 
in Section 4.0. 
 
Scenic Integrity was used by the Waubra Wind Farm Panel as a standard which provides a 
comparative measure to the visual impact assessment categories. It incorporates the concepts of 
Visual Quality Objectives and Visual Dominance of Modifications.  ERM use a somewhat similar 

enic Integrity categories is 
shown in Table 4, along with a Frame of Reference describing the expected visual outcome and a 
column indicating what I believe would have been the equivalent visual impact assessment 
categories used in the Waubra Wind Farm case and by ERM in the Stockyard Hill landscape and visual 
assessment of 2010. 
 
3.7 Visual Significance Zones 
 
Visual Significance Zones have been assessed based on the combination of the High Viewer 
Sensitivity Level, High Scenic Quality classification and potential wind turbines visible within the Near 
Middleground (2 - 4 km) and Far Middleground (4  8 km) Distance Zones. The Visual Significance 
Zones applying to those distances at which the proposed wind turbines would be potentially visible 
from Langi Willi Homestead are highlighted within Table 5.  
 
Regarding the combination of High Scenic Quality, 2NM and 2FM Viewer Sensitivity Levels, a VSZ2 
Visual Significance would normally be applied.  This was the case for the Taralga Wind Farm and 
other WEF assessments and even in the recent assessment I have made from key viewpoints that 
include an extended heritage setting at Mawallok Homestead (in relation to the proposed Stockyard 
Hill WEF). In the case of Mawallock, however, the total view as seen from the key viewpoints are 
much more significantly linked and essential to maintaining the heritage values of the Heritage Place, 
Heritage Precinct and Primary Heritage Setting.  
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Table 4 Scenic Integrity Level Frame of Reference 

 

Note: 1. The visual impact/scale of adverse visual effects categories shown in the right-hand column of Table 4 are 
those used by the Waubra Wind Farm Planning Panel (top) and by ERM for Stockyard Hill Wind Farm (bottom). 

Scenic 
Integrity 
Level 

Visual 
Quality 
Objective  

Visual 
Dominance of 
Modifications  

Frame of Reference Equivalent Waubra Wind Farm 
Panel Visual Impact Category1  
Equivalent ERM Scale  
of Adverse Effects1 

Very High Preservation  Unmodified  only 
very small if any alterations.  The existing landscape 
character and sense of place is expressed at the 
highest possible level with a visually unaltered 
landscape. 

No Equivalent Visual Impact Category 

No Equivalent Visual Impact Category 

High Retention Inevident 
Modification 
(Appears 
Unaltered) 

Landscapes where the valued landscape character 

must repeat the form, line, colour, texture and 
pattern common to the landscape character so 
completely and  at  such  scale  that  they  are  not  
evident to the casual observer. 

Negligible  Turbines Visible 
Sometimes and Sometimes Not due 
to Distance, Lighting and Weather 
Factors.  Mitigation Unnecessary. 
Negligible  Minute Level of Effect 
that  is  Barely  Discernable Over 
Ordinary Day to Day Effects. 

Moderate Partial 
Retention 

Slightly Modified 
(Slightly 
Apparent 
Modification) 

Landscapes where the valued landscape character 

alterations must remain visually subordinate to the 
landscape character being viewed.   

Limited  Turbines are Visible but 
Minor Elements in View due to 
Distance, Topographic Screening or 
Mitigation Factors; or Moderate  
Turbines  Not  a  Dominant  Element  
due to Distance or Mitigation Factors 
Minor or Low  Noticeable, but Will 
Not Cause Any Significant Adverse 
Impacts. 

Low Modification  Moderately 
Modified 
(Apparent 
Modification) 

Landscapes where the valued landscape character 

to dominate the valued landscape character being 
viewed, but they borrow valued attributes such as 
size, shape, edge effect and pattern of natural 
openings, vegetative type changes or architectural 
styles outside the landscape being viewed but 
compatible or complimentary to the character 
within. 

Substantial  Turbines Dominate 
Other Landscape Elements.  
Acceptability Based on Effectiveness 
of Mitigation Measures. 

Moderate  Significant Adverse 
Effects  that  May  be  Able  to  be  
Mitigated or Remedied. 

Very Low Maximum 
Modification 

Heavily Modified 
(Dominant 
Modification) 

Landscapes where the valued landscape character 

strongly dominate the valued landscape character.  
They  may  not  borrow  from  valued  attributes  such  
as size,  shape,  edge  effect  and  pattern  of  natural  
openings, vegetative type changes or architectural 
styles within or outside the landscape being viewed.  
However, alterations must be shaped and blended 
with the natural terrain (landforms) so that 
elements such as unnatural edges, roads, landings 
and structures do not dominate the composition. 

Substantial  Turbines Dominate 
Other Landscape Elements.  
Acceptability Based on Effectiveness 
of Mitigation Measures 

Moderate  Significant Adverse 
Effects that May be  Able  to  be  
Mitigated or Remedied. 

Extremely  
Low 

Extreme 
Modification 
(Excessively 
Dominant 
Modification) 

Excessive 
Modification 
(note: this only 
describes 
existing 
situations, it is 
not a Visual 
Quality 
Objective) 

Landscapes where the valued landscape character 
appears extremely altered.  Deviations are 
extremely  dominant  and  borrow  little  if  any  form,  
line, colour, texture, pattern or scale from the 
landscape character.  Landscapes at this level of 
integrity need rehabilitation.  This level should only 
be used to inventory existing integrity.  It must not 
be used as a management objective. 

Extreme  Impacting Unacceptably 
on Visual Amenity. 

High or Unacceptable Adverse Effect 
 Extensive Adverse Effects that 

Cannot be Remedied or Mitigated. 
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Table 5 SS-VEM Visual Significance Zones based on Viewer Sensitivity Level - Distance Zones  
 and Scenic Quality Class Combinations1 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note:  1. Table 5 -  Column 1 codes represent a combination of the Viewer Sensitivity Level (1-High, 2-Moderate, 3-Low) 
and  the  Distance  Zones  (NF   Near Foreground, MF  Mid  Foreground,  FF   Far Foreground, NM  Near 
Middleground, FM  Far Middleground, NB  Near Background, FB  Far Background).  Column 2, 3 and 4 codes 
represent three Visual Significance Zones (VSZ1  Level 1 or High Significance, VSZ2  Level 2 or Moderate 
Significance, VSZ3  Level 3 or Low Significance). Applicable Visual Significance Zones are shaded in red. 

 
At Mawallok, the extended view includes the intermediate Western Plains pastoral hills and Great 
Dividing Range massif of Mount Cole27, which together form integral backing landscape components 
that result in the very significant and scenic heritage setting of Mawallok Homestead. If this setting 
was to be delineated and mapped, it would include Mawallok Homestead and Gardens as the 
Heritage Place, the low pastoral hills as within the Heritage Precinct and the Mount Cole massif and 

                                                            
27 Mt. Cole and BuangorUplands are rated as Regionally Significant Features by the Southwest Victorian 
Landscape Assessment Study (2011) 

Viewpoint Classifications Scenic Quality Class 

Viewer Sensitivity Level - 
Distance Zone 

High Moderate Low 

1NF VSZ1 VSZ1 VSZ2 

1MF VSZ1 VSZ1 VSZ2 

1FF VSZ1 VSZ2 VSZ2 

1NM VSZ1 VSZ2 VSZ2 

1FM VSZ1 VSZ2 VSZ2 

2NF VSZ1 VSZ2 VSZ2 

2MF VSZ1 VSZ2 VSZ2 

2FF VSZ1 VSZ2 VSZ2 

3NF VSZ2 VSZ2 VSZ2 

1NB VSZ2 VSZ2 VSZ3 

1FB VSZ2 VSZ2 VSZ3 

2NM VSZ2 VSZ2 VSZ3 

2FM VSZ2 VSZ2/VSZ3 VSZ3 

3MF VSZ2 VSZ3 VSZ3 

2NB VSZ2 VSZ3 VSZ3 

2FB VSZ2 VSZ3 VSZ3 

3FF VSZ2 VSZ3 VSZ3 

3NM VSZ2 VSZ3 VSZ3 

3FM VSZ2 VSZ3 VSZ3 

3NB VSZ2 VSZ3 VSZ3 

3FB VSZ2 VSZ3 VSZ3 
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associated Great Dividing Range as within the Broader Heritage Setting. In addition, the National 
Heritage  Register  status  of  Mawallok  Gardens  and  their  rating  by  Peter  Watts  as  one  of  the  nine  
most important gardens in Australia make them even more important and visually sensitive  
something that must be akin to or just below a National Park or World Heritage standard. These 
factors, I believe, would justify raising the standard Visual Significance Zone from the usual matrix 
outcome of VSZ2 to VSZ1. 
 
In order that excessive Visual Performance Standards are not set for the key views from Mawallok 
prematurely, I have assigned both VSZ1 and VSZ2 as the Visual Significance Zones to compare how 
well the proposed alterations would meet the two sets of Visual Performance Standards and their 
relative  appropriateness  for  Mawallok.  However,  I  do  believe  that  expectations  for  higher  Scenic  
Integrity and Scenic Quality levels should be set for the VSZ1 Zone as compared to other non-
heritage landscape scenes, of lesser quality and significance.  
 
In this case, no Visual Significance Zone 3 situations apply and are not considered for assessment.  
 
3.8 Visual Performance Standards 
 
Visual Performance Standards for each Visual Significance Zone are recommended in Table 6, having 
regard to the issues of: 
 

 Landscape Character 
 Scenic Integrity 
 Scenic Quality 
 Wind Turbine Distance/Visual Magnitude 
 Horizon Line and Panoramic Views 
 Key Landscape Features. 

 
The performance standards serve as guides rather than hard and fast rules regarding desired 
objectives  for  the  scenic  values  of  the  area.   However,  for  the  reasons  noted  above,  the  guides  
should probably be applied in a more strict sense to the key views from Mawallok than they would 
be for other landscapes with lesser heritage or scenic significance. The Victorian Design and Siting 
Guidelines for WEFs can also be considered in this process, along with guidelines developed by 
Scenic Spectrums for the Australian Institute of Architects (Williamson, 2005 refer to Appendix 2). 
The Visual Performance Standards indicated in Table 6 provide a further basis for assessment of the 
visual effects of the proposed WEF. 
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4. Visual Effects Assessment 
 
The photographs and photomontages for the selected viewpoints are in Appendix A. 
 
Visual assessments are provided in Table 7 for VSZ1 Visual Performance Standards and in Table 8 for 
VSZ2 Visual Performance Standards. 
 
Visual assessments are provided in Table  8 for VSZ2 Visual Performance Standards based on the 

 
  
Discussion  of  Visual  Effects  Assessed  for  Viewpoint  1  (Level  2  Window)  and  Viewpoint  2  (Top  of  
Terrace Steps) 
 
As indicated by the assessments presented in Table 7, using the Visual Performance Standards for 
Visual Significance Zone 1, the proposed WEF development generally fails to achieve the required 
objectives in relation to the following Performance Issues: 
 
1. Desired Landscape Character: As viewed from all five viewpoints. Mitigation through tree 

screening is undesirable and/or impractical in the case of Viewpoints VP2A, VP2B and VP2C. The 
proposed alterations that would create undesirable visual impacts include Turbines A1, A2, A3 
and A4, as well as the proposed MET Tower. For Viewpoints 3A and 3B, the proposed alterations 
creating undesirable visual impacts would include Turbines A1, A3, A5, A7, A9, A10 and A14, 
along with the MET Tower.  

For Turbine A1 and the MET Tower, further vegetative screening is either undesirable or 
impractical given the excessive time it may take to re-establish screen trees to the required 
heights (i.e., approximately 50 years). However, for the other turbines, further vegetative 
screening would be possible if appropriate trees were planted in foreground areas south of the 
pine trees to the east, north and west of the lake (i.e., in the areas surrounding Lake Monash), 
but this would take from 10 years to 15 years to establish. 

2. Scenic Integrity: High Scenic Integrity would not be achieved in relation to all five viewpoints. For 
Viewpoints 2A,2B and 2C, further vegetative screening is either undesirable or impractical given 
the  excessive  time  it  may  take  to  re-establish  screen  trees  to  the  required  heights  (i.e.,  
approximately 50 years). The proposed alterations that would create undesirable visual impacts 
include Turbines A1, A2, A3 and A4, as well as the proposed MET Tower.  

 
For Viewpoints 3A and 3B, the proposed alterations creating undesirable visual impacts would 
include Turbines A1, A3, A5, A7, A9, A10 and A14, along with the MET Tower. For Turbine A1 and 
the  MET  Tower.  In  each  of  these  cases,  further  vegetative  screening  is  either  undesirable  or  
impractical given the excessive time it may take to re-establish screen trees to the required 
heights (i.e., approximately 50 years).  

 
3. Scenic Quality: High Scenic Quality would not be achieved for this VPS as viewed from any of the 

five. Again, the proposed alterations that would create undesirable visual impacts as viewed from 
VP2A, VP2B and VP2c include Turbines A1, A2, A3 and A4, as  well  as  the proposed MET Tower 
and further vegetative screening is deemed undesirable and/or impractical. For VP3A and VP3A, 
the  MET  Tower  and  Turbine  A1  would  cause  the  negative  impact.  Here  again,  I  believe  that  
further vegetative screening is deemed undesirable and/or impractical.  
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4. Distance/Visual Magnitude: The central viewing focus of the Heritage Place as viewed from 
the terrace at Viewpoints VP2A, VP2B and VP2C would not be protected from visible turbines 
of high or moderate visual magnitude. Key impacting alterations would include Turbines A1, 
A2, A3 and A4, as well as the proposed MET Tower and further vegetative screening is 
deemed undesirable and/or impractical. As viewed from VP3A and VP3B, this VPS would be 
largely achieved, although some further vegetative screening would be desirable.  
 

5. Horizontal Line & Panoramic Views: This VPS would be largely achieved given existing 
foreground screening of most of the proposed turbines for Viewpoints VP2A, VP2B, and VP3B. 
However,  it  would  not  be  achieved  from  VP2C,  where  Turbines  A1,  A2,  A3  and  A4,  would  
impact  over  half  of  the  horizon.  For  that  view,  further  vegetative  screening  would  be  
undesirable and/or impractical given excessive growth periods and the importance of 
retaining the existing high quality view. 
East Frame, where the upper blades of Turbines A3, A5, A14, A9 and A10 would exceed the 
desired VPS. However, in this case, further vegetative screening in the Foreground is possible 
over a period of 10-15 years, depending on tree species planted and location. 
 

6. Key Landscape Features: This VPS would not be achieved as viewed from any of the selected 
viewpoints. From VP2A, VP2B, VP3A and VP3C, Turbine A1 and the MET Tower present 
undesirable visual impacts. From VP2C, Turbines A1, A2, A3, A4 and the MET Tower would be 
undesirable in terms of this VPS. In all cases further vegetative screening is either undesirable 
or impractical due to the time required to establish effective screening and the need to retain 
the existing heritage view.  

 
As indicated by the assessments presented in Table 8, using the Visual Performance Standards for 
Visual Significance Zone 2, the proposed WEF development fails to achieve the required objectives in 
relation to the following Performance Issues: 

 
1. Desired Landscape Character: as viewed from all five viewpoints. Mitigation through tree 

screening is undesirable and/or impractical in the case of Viewpoints VP2A, VP2B and VP2C. 
The proposed alterations that would create undesirable visual impacts include Turbines A1, 
A2, A3 and A4, as well as the proposed MET Tower. For Viewpoints 3A and 3B, the proposed 
alterations creating undesirable visual impacts would include Turbines A1, A3, A5, A7, A9, A10 
and A14, along with the MET Tower.  

For Turbine A1 and the MET Tower, further vegetative screening is either undesirable or 
impractical given the excessive time it may take to re-establish screen trees to the required 
heights (i.e., approximately 50 years). However, for the other turbines, further vegetative 
screening would be possible if appropriate trees were planted in foreground areas south of 
the pine trees to the east, north and west of the lake (i.e., in the areas surrounding Lake 
Monash), but this would take from 10 years to 15 years to establish. 

 
2. Scenic Integrity: The Scenic Integrity would appear to be moderately to highly altered in 

relation  viewpoints  2A  and  2B  and  heavily  modified  as  viewed  from  VP2C  (Maximum  
Modification) by Turbine A1 and the Met Tower. The proposed alterations that would create 
undesirable visual impacts include Turbines A1, A2, A3 and A4, as well as the proposed MET 
Tower. The alterations do not blend in with the landscape or borrow their form or colour from 
the landscape. For Viewpoints 2A,2B and 2C, further vegetative screening is either undesirable 
or impractical given the excessive time it may take to re-establish screen trees to the required 
heights (i.e., approximately 50 years).  
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For Viewpoints 3A and 3B, the proposed alterations potential heavy modification over a 
simulated section of the panorama would again include Turbine A1 and the MET Tower. For 
Turbine A1 and the MET Tower, further Vegetative Screening is Undesirable and or 
Impractical. Turbine A1 would currently be partially screened, but the tree is dying and would 
need to be replaced in the near future. I could take up to 50 years to achieve the screening 
needed.  For  Turbines  A3,  A5,  A7,  A10  and  A14  they  are  less  noticeable  primarily  due  to  
existing tree screening, and additional foreground plantings could improve this screening over 
the next 10 to 15 years. 

3. Scenic Quality: Moderate Scenic Quality would not be achieved for this VPS as viewed from all 
viewpoints assessed, except for VP2C due to the time required to mitigate impacts where low 
scenic quality would result. The proposed alterations that would create undesirable visual 
impacts  as  viewed  from  VP2C  include  Turbines  A1,  A2,  A3  and  A4, as well as the proposed 
MET Tower. In this case, further vegetative screening is deemed undesirable and/or 
impractical.  
 

4. Distance/Visual Magnitude: This VPS would not be achieved, due to the central viewing focus 
of the Heritage Place as viewed from the terrace at Viewpoints VP2A, VP2B, 3A and 3B not 
being protected from the relatively high visual magnitude of Turbine A1 and the MET Tower. 
As viewed from VP2C, this is also the case, but the undesirable visual impacts would include 
Turbines A1, A2, A3 and A4 and the impacts would be high to very high visual magnitude. In all 
situations, further vegetative screening is deemed undesirable and/or impractical.  
 

5. Horizontal Line & Panoramic Views: This VPS would be largely achieved given existing 
foreground screening of most of the proposed turbines for Viewpoints VP2A, VP2B, 3A and 
VP3B. However, it would not be achieved from VP2C, where Turbines A1, A2, A3 and A4, along 
with the MET Tower, would impact over half of the horizon. For that view, further vegetative 
screening would be undesirable and/or impractical given excessive growth periods.  
 

6. Key Landscape Features: This VPS would not be achieved as viewed from any of the selected 
viewpoints. From VP2A, VP2B, VP3A and VP3C, Turbine A1 and the MET Tower present 
undesirable visual impacts. From VP2C, Turbines A1, A2, A3, A4 and the MET Tower would be 
undesirable in terms of this VPS. In all cases further vegetative screening is either undesirable 
or impractical due to the time required to establish effective screening. However, further 
vegetative screening could be established in some foreground areas around Lake Monash to 
further screen smaller portions and moving upper blades of other turbines (e.g. A3, A5, A7, 
A9, A10 and A14). 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
5.1 Summary of Findings and Conclusions 
 

1. Mawallok Homestead and Heritage Garden is of considerable historic and cultural heritage 
significance and has been included on three registers of sites of heritage significance, and it is 
within the Pyrenees Shire Heritage Overlay for the purposes of its protection. As indicated by 
the previous Planning Panel in 2010, the heritage significance extends through the highly 
scenic (some describe it as superb or sublime) northerly views toward the Mount Cole massif 
and the surrounding pastoral landscape, and this view deserves the highest level of 
protection. This view is primarily enjoyed from points within the southern half of the grassed 
area of the garden (from the golf putting green southward) and is particularly exemplified by 
the views from the garden terrace, next to the main residence. In addition, other views are 
possible from the HaHa Wall, located approximately 110 m north of the terrace.  
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 As the HaHa Wall is an important heritage element of the garden and the garden as a whole 

has heritage significance, viewpoints from this area are also highly important. The views from 
the HaHa Wall vicinity are of moderate to high quality, but not spectacular in the same 
manner as the views from the southern half of the garden and terrace positions. This is largely 
due to an encirclement of pine and deciduous trees that contain much of the views to the 

hillside directly north of the lake and some views to Mount Cole massif.  
 
2. Although the 2010 analysis and Planning Panel decision regarding Mawallok hinged on the 

single photomontage view taken from the central terrace area, it is important to recognise 
that garden visitors and the Mitchell family do explore all parts of the garden and the terrace. 
Protection of the exemplary scene to the northerly landscape should not be limited exclusively 

what can be seen from particular areas of the garden. For this reason, I would suggest that not 
only should equal protection be given to the views from VP2A, VP2B and VP2C, but other 
similar  views  possible  from  that  portion  of  the  garden  where  focal  views  to  the  northerly  
landscape are possible. This extends as far north as the golf putting green and flag within the 
central garden area, as seen in the photomontage for VP2A or VP2B. 

 
3. The proposed alterations that would create the most undesirable visual impacts as seen from 

the critical southern garden areas, include Turbines A1, A2, A3 and A4, as well as the MET 
Tower. I believe that the visual impacts that these alterations would cause would have the 
same negative impact on the heritage significance and visual quality of views as those turbines 
that were previously not allowed by the Planning Panel during 2010. Their impact would 

 but moderately high to very high. 
(Other research studies have demonstrated that as wind turbines become larger, their 
visibility and relative visual impact increases notably over that of smaller turbines viewed at 
the same distances.28 29 30 31 and 180 m to 190 m turbines are among the largest and greatest 
visual magnitude in Australia.)  

 

4. These alterations are also very difficult to screen from view given their great height, the type 
of terrain surrounding Mawallok and the limitations of tree heights within the Mawallok 
Homestead area in positions that potentially could offer screening. And the heights required 
for such screening would mean that the Homestead owners and visitors would have to endure 
the significant visual impacts for a very long period  up to 50 years. For this reason, I believe 
that Turbines A1, A2, A3, A4 and the MET Tower should not be allowed to be built in the 
proposed locations. They should either be removed from the plan entirely or should be 
relocated to places that they will not have a visual impact on the views from Mawallok garden. 

 

                                                            
28 Bishop, Ian D, 2002. Determination of Thresholds of Visual Impact: The Case of Wind Turbines. Environment 
and Planning B: Planning and Design Vol. 29: pp. 707-718 
29 Shang, Haidong and Bishop, Ian D, 2000. Visual Thresholds for Detection, Recognition, and Visual Impact in 
Landscape Settings. Journal of Environmental Psychology Vol. 20: pp. 125 
30 Sullivan, Robert G., et. al., 2012. Wind Turbine Visibility and Visual Impact Threshold Distances in Western 
Landscapes. Argonne National Laboratory and the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land 
Management. USA 
31 US Bureau of Land Management, 2013. Best Management Practices for Reducing Visual Impacts of 
Renewable Energy Facilities  
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5. In  the case of  the views from the northern garden,  from the first  golf  flag  to  the HaHa Wall  
and northward, there is potential to screen most of the potentially undesirable visual impacts 
that would be caused by Turbines A3, A5, A7, A9, A10 and A14. In these cases, there is 
potential for additional tree plantings within the Mawallok gardens in the vicinity of Lake 
Monash to screen most of the undesirable visual impacts from view, however, it may require a 
period  of  10-15  years,  depending  on  the  location  and  type  of  trees  planted.  This  is  not  so  
easily done for Turbine A1 and the MET Tower for which further screen plantings would be 
impractical.  

 
 In the views from the HaHa, A1 would only be partially screened by very scraggly pine trees at 

the north of the lake that appear to be dying. Judging from other pines in that area that have 
died and fallen over or been removed due to their poor health since our 2010 investigation, 
this existing group of dying trees will not last too much longer. To replace them would require 
planting trees  that  will  grow to at  least  20m to 25m high,  which the pine trees  in  that  area 
have done over approximately 50 years in the past. However, I regard 50 years as an 
unacceptable period for such trees to provide the necessary screening. For this reason, I 
believe that Turbine A1 and the MET Tower should not be allowed to be built in the proposed 
locations. They should either be removed from the plan entirely or should be relocated to 
places that they will not have a visual impact on the views from Mawallok garden. 
 

5.2 Declaration 
 
I have made most of the inquiries that I believe are desirable and appropriate.   
 
I would have liked to have more time to review additional heritage background information.  
However, such additional information would not affect the assessments I have made in any 
substantive manner.  Aside from these minor reservations, to my knowledge, no specific relevant 
information has been withheld from Planning Panels Victoria in this Statement of Evidence. 

 
 
 

Dennis N. Williamson 
Director 
Scenic Spectrums Pty Ltd 
30 January 2017 
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1 Solway Drive, PO Box 1036, Glen Waverley, Victoria - Australia 3150
Tel. +61 3 9803 6344  Mob. 0418 331 322  Email: dennisw@scenicspectrums.com.au

, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA (Thesis: Visual Absorption Capability)
(with minor in Economics), University of Montana, Missoula, USA

Scenic Spectrums Pty Ltd/Geoscene International, Melbourne

Management and strategic direction of Scenic Spectrums Pty. Ltd. and its Geoscene International division, providing high quality,
responsive and integrated consulting for a diverse range of international, government, commercial and community-based clients:

- Visual Resource Analysis & Impact Assessment 
- Tourism, Recreation & Landscape Planning – Landscape & Urban Design
- Protected Area & Natural Resource Management (NRM)  
- Indigenous Community NRM & Tourism Planning  
- Future Vision & Land Use Scenario Planning for Rural and Urban Landscapes
- Client & Stakeholder Facilitation

World Heritage, National Park, and other Protected Area assessments and management plans
Natural and cultural landscape, heritage and tourism assessments and strategic development plans, feasibilities and designs
Tourism & Interpretation Centre Business Plans and funding applications (e.g., $7M for Kiandra Heritage Hub)
Capacity builder for community and Indigenous/Traditional Owner groups, sensitively creating enterprise and employment opportunities
Trusted authority in above fields of expertise; relied on as an Expert Witness by various Government commissions/planning panels
Construction tender contracts, specification of works, tender reviews and contract supervision on projects of high $ value
Management of professional staff, sub-consultants/landscape contractors to best achieve client and environmental/cultural objectives
Marketing; client and stakeholder liaison and engagement; project management and progress reporting; media releases/interviews
Co-ordination and delivery of over 200 reports, including recommendations, action plans, cost estimates and scheduling

  
As Senior Fellow in the School of Design (Landscape Architecture stream), University of Melbourne

Regional-scale planning studios where ArcGIS was applied to create future visions for Landcare Networks and Biosphere Reserves

Dept. of Conservation, Forests and Lands / Forests Commission Victoria

Developed and applied a Landscape/Visual Management System to 6 million ha of State Forest and Crown Lands in Victoria.
Trained scores of field management, forestry, engineering, and University professionals throughout Victoria and interstate
Conducted applied research into community perceptions of forest and agricultural landscapes
Prepared landscape management and design plans for forest timber harvests, infrastructure projects, recreation sites and urban
forests.

  
Pinchot Institute of Conservation (http://www.pinchot.org/), University of Massachusetts

Co-ordinated landscape and recreation research proposals and reporting by researchers from major Eastern seaboard universities.

Several professional awards and commendations for excellence in planning, design and advisory services from Interpretation Australia 
Association – 2012; the Royal Australian Planning Institute - 1989; the Royal Australian Institute of Architects (WA Chapter) - 1989; and 
USDA Forest Service, 1975.

Various professional development courses, training modules and research throughout career on topics including: biodiversity
conservation and climate change at Deakin University (current); Native Vegetation Framework - Victorian Planning Provisions; Risk
Based Land Use Planning – Emergency Management Australia; Interpretive Storytelling – Interpretation Australia Masterclass.
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- refer to: http://www.scenicspectrums.com.au/

now commonly applied in mainstream landscape assessments and environmental impact
assessments throughout the USA and Australia by government agencies and private consultants and
developers alike. Co-developer of the Visual Management System for Victoria’s State Forests and subsequent
adaptations to other public and private lands throughout Australia for application to major windfarms, highway
planning, powerlines, ski resorts, marine dredging, tourism, mining and industrial facilities.

through natural feature and scenic resource assessments including: the Ningaloo Coast WHA
nomination, the South China Karst WHA (Wulong Unit), the Wet Tropics of Queensland WHA, the Tasmanian
Wilderness WHA (via the Helsham Commission of Inquiry),  visual design guidelines for Trinity Inlet and
Surrounds (Cairns, Queensland), peer review and advice re Great Barrier Reef WHA at Abbot Point Coal Port.

, including: 
; P.R. China

Minority Nationalities of the of the Stone Forest in Yunnan Province; the of
San Qiao GeoPark – Wulong Unit in Chongqing Province; and the of the
Libo Area, Guizhou Province); PNG and indigenous communities of Kokoda Region.

in the form of consultant reports, professional articles and leadership of intensive
University student GIS and landscape assessments. Example projects have included the

,
, the ,

and the 

Recent examples include the Kokoda
Track Region Heritage Interpretation Scoping Study, the Kiandra Heritage Hub Feasibility Assessment and Business Plan in
Kosciuszko Nat. Park, and the Boyup Brook Country Music & Arts Centre Feasibility Assessment and Business Case.

including: the Tully Gorge, the Barron
River, Trinity Inlet (Cairns) over 15 major rivers of eastern and northeastern Victoria, the Snowy River,), the
Yarra River, the Maribrynong River, Werribee River, Kororoit Creek, Moonee Ponds Creek, Merri Creek, South
Warrnambool Wetlands, the Woorayl Coast (Gippsland), etc.

now the Five Valleys
Land Trust http://www.fvlt.org/ , still operating and protecting 140 miles of stream frontage, 64,000
acres of land, wetlands and wildlife habitat. It among the first land trusts in the USA to be accredited by
the Land Trust Accreditation Commission during 2008.

Senior Fellow in Landscape Architecture - University of Melbourne (School of Design)
Environment Institute of Australian and New Zealand (Member)
Ecotourism Association Australia (Member)
Interpretation Australia Association (Member)
Panel of Water Resource and Ecological Consultants, Murray Darling Basin Authority (Geoscene International)


